Complete characteristic curves of a pump-turbine are essential for simulating the hydraulic transients and designing pumped storage power plants but are often unavailable in the preliminary design stage. To solve this issue, a prediction method for the complete characteristics of a Francis pump-turbine was proposed. First, based on Euler equations and the velocity triangles at the runners, a mathematical model describing the complete characteristics of a Francis pump-turbine was derived. According to multiple sets of measured complete characteristic curves, explicit expressions for the characteristic parameters of characteristic operating point sets (COPs), as functions of a specific speed and guide vane opening, were then developed to determine the undetermined coefficients in the mathematical model. Ultimately, by combining the mathematical model with the regression analysis of COPs, the complete characteristic curves for an arbitrary specific speed were predicted. Moreover, a case study shows that the predicted characteristic curves are in good agreement with the measured data. The results obtained by 1D numerical simulation of the hydraulic transient process using the predicted characteristics deviate little from the measured characteristics. This method is effective and sufficient for a priori simulations before obtaining the measured characteristics and provides important support for the preliminary design of pumped storage power plants.
Introduction
In the development of modern electric power systems, pumped-storage power plants (PSPPs) play an important role in peak regulation, frequency modulation, emergency reserve and black starts [1] [2] [3] . However, to adapt to the load change of a power system, PSPPs often need to change their operating conditions, which leads to hydraulic transients. Severe hydraulic transients cause adverse effects on the safety and stability of PSPPs [4] [5] [6] . Therefore, these transients must be considered in advance.
Complete characteristic curves are key to establishing the boundary conditions of pump-turbines. They are important for determining the structural parameters of the penstocks, developing the protection strategies, and optimizing the layout of the project. However, in the preliminary design stage, if a model test is not conducted or the pump-turbine is not selected, the corresponding characteristic curves are unavailable. Moreover, applying the characteristics of a pump-turbine with a similar specific speed may produce large errors [7, 8] . Therefore, in this context, it is necessary to predict the characteristic curves of the pump-turbine to analyze the hydraulic transients in advance and to guide the preliminary design of the project.
Due to the wide range of applicable head values, the Francis pump-turbine has become the most common pump-turbine in use today [9, 10] . Some achievements have been obtained in the prediction of its characteristic curves. According to the partial characteristic curves in the optimum working area of a turbine, Krivchenko [11] drew complete characteristic curves by extrapolation and interpolation. Gryanko [12] studied the relationship between the working parameters of the optimum operating conditions and the specific speed. Martin [13, 14] proposed the transformation pattern of pump-turbine characteristics at some special conditions and analyzed the relationship between the parameters of some characteristic operating points (COPs) and guide vane openings (GVOs). Liu [15] and Zeng [16] independently provided the fitting functions between the parameters of COPs and the specific speed at the optimum operating conditions. Liu [17] , Zhu [18] and Hu [19] introduced backpropagation neural network technology to predict the characteristic curves of a pump. A prediction method of the "S"-shaped characteristic zone (unstable operating zone in the turbine region and reverse pump region, in which a speed factor corresponds to multiple flow factors or torque factors) of pump-turbines based on CFD was proposed by Ji [20, 21] . Through the experiments, Cavazzini [22] and Li [23] studied the influence of the "S"-shaped characteristic zone on the transient processes of a PSPP.
However, the above studies did not fully predict the complete characteristic curves of a pump-turbine because they focused more on some special operating regions. According to the dynamic characteristics of a pump-turbine, a mathematical expression describing the complete pump-turbine characteristics was established by Chang [24, 25] , but it cannot correctly reflect the characteristics of the complete characteristic curves when the flowrate is zero. According to Euler's turbine equations, Nielsen [26] simulated the turbine region of a pump-turbine with the pumping effect included. Zhu [27] presented the laws of some basic geometric parameters of turbines through curvilinear regression of the turbine hill charts. Zeng [28, 29] divided the characteristic curves into several domains and then obtained the characteristic curves through high-dimensional spline interpolation and reverse transformation, but the transform procedures were complex.
In this paper, a mathematical model describing the complete characteristic curves of a Francis pump-turbine was derived. Ten sets of complete characteristic curves of Francis pump-turbines, including high-, medium-and low-rated heads, were then collected to establish an expression of the characteristic parameters of COP sets as explicit functions of a specific speed and GVO. Furthermore, by combining the mathematical model with the regression analysis of COP sets, the complete characteristic curves of a given specific speed were predicted. Finally, a comparison with the measured data was conducted to validate the prediction method.
Mathematical Model
According to the theorem of the moment of momentum, the torque T T and the effective head H T in a steady turbine mode and the torque T P and the pumping head H P in a steady pump mode can be expressed by the following equations, which are also known as Euler equations [25, 26] :
T P = ρQ P (V u2 r 2 − V u1 r 1 ) P (3)
where the subscripts T and P represent the turbine mode (centripetal flow mode) and pump mode (centrifugal flow mode), respectively; subscripts 1 and 2 represent the runner inlet and outlet, respectively; T is the shaft torque (N·m); Q is the discharge; V u , η, r, H and ω are the peripheral components of the absolute velocity (m/s), hydraulic efficiency, radius (m), water head (m) and angular velocity of rotation (rad/s), respectively; η
where K is the hydraulic loss coefficient, and its value is generally between 4 × 10 −4 and 6 × 10 −3 , according to the statistics of several PSPPs; ρ is the flow density (kg/m 3 ), and g is the gravitational acceleration (m/s 2 ). When the pump-turbine is running stably in turbine mode, ignoring the flow loss at the runner and assuming that the flow distribution of the runner inlet or outlet is uniform, the flow through it can be calculated as follows [30] [31] [32] :
where V m1 is the meridional flow velocity at the runner inlet (m/s), and A 1 is the discharge section area at the runner inlet (m 2 ). According to the continuity of water flow, another expression of Q is
where V m2 is the meridional flow velocity at the runner outlet (m/s), and A 2 is the discharge section area at the runner outlet (m 2 ). By analyzing the velocity triangles at the runners in turbine mode [5, 33] shown in Figure 1 , V u1T and V u2T are yielded as follows:
where U is the peripheral velocity (m/s); α 1 is the absolute flow angle ( • ), and β 2 is the relative flow angle ( • ). When the pump-turbine is running stably in turbine mode, ignoring the flow loss at the runner and assuming that the flow distribution of the runner inlet or outlet is uniform, the flow through it can be calculated as follows [30] [31] [32] :
where 1 m V is the meridional flow velocity at the runner inlet (m/s), and 1 A is the discharge section area at the runner inlet (m 2 ). According to the continuity of water flow, another expression of Q is
where 2 m V is the meridional flow velocity at the runner outlet (m/s), and 2 A is the discharge section area at the runner outlet (m 2 ). By analyzing the velocity triangles at the runners in turbine mode [5, 33] shown in Figure 1 are yielded as follows:
where U is the peripheral velocity (m/s); 1 α is the absolute flow angle (°), and 2 β is the relative flow angle (°). Substituting Equations (7) and (8) into Equations (1) and (2) yields Substituting Equations (7) and (8) into Equations (1) and (2) yields
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Pump-turbine characteristics are often represented by the dimensionless quantities n ED , Q ED and T ED , which are defined as follows [34] :
where n ED , Q ED m and T ED represent the speed factor, discharge factor and torque factor, respectively;D 1 is the reference diameter of the runner inlet (m), and n is the rotational speed (rad/s), whose value is equal to angular velocity ω. Substituting Equation (11) and ω = n into Equation (9) yields
where
, ω = n and Equation (11) into Equation (10) gives
where 1 4 , and K is the hydraulic loss coefficient.
In addition, because of the inverse relationship between the turbine mode and the pump mode [25, 26] , the characteristic equations of the pump mode according to the velocity triangle of the reverse flow at the runner can be deduced as follows:
The above characterization of the relationship curves among n ED , Q ED and T ED under different GVOs during the steady operation mode provides the complete characteristic curves of the pump-turbine. They are derived under the assumptions that the fluid is ideal and incompressible and that there is no interference between adjacent flow layers [25] . However, from the measured complete characteristic curves of a Francis pump-turbine, it can be found that the corresponding torque factor is not equal to zero when the discharge factor is zero; Equations (12) and (14) can be corrected as follows:
where γ T and γ P are the correction factors, which are related to the specific speed and the GVOs. Equations (13), (15), (16) and (17) constitute a mathematical model describing the characteristics of a Francis pump-turbine, where Equations (13) and (15) are used to determine the flow characteristics of the centripetal flow mode (Q ED > 0) and centrifugal flow mode (Q ED < 0), respectively, while Equations (16) and (17) are used to describe the torque characteristics of the centripetal flow mode and centrifugal flow mode, respectively. The shapes of the complete characteristic curves depend on the parameters (such as α T , β T , α P and β P ) that are related to the geometric parameters of the runner and the operation condition parameters [35] [36] [37] .
However, these parameters are unknown before the pump-turbine is selected or the runner model test is carried out, and they are varying from hub to shroud when the operating point changes [38] [39] [40] . There are two solutions: first, collect the geometric dimensions of the runner of different specific speed pump-turbines and the flow angle with different operation conditions, including the guide vane height, runner diameter, blade angle, absolute flow angle and relative flow angle. The relationship between the above parameters and specific speed and GVO can then be obtained by regression analysis. Second, only collect several COP sets on the complete characteristic curves of different pump-turbines and develop an expression for their dimensionless characteristic parameters (n ED , Q ED and T ED ) as functions of specific speed and relative GVOs. When the specific speed is given, the characteristic parameters of these COPs on the complete characteristics can be approximately determined according to the regression model. Thus, the above parameters can be determined by substituting the values of n ED , Q ED and T ED of COPs into the mathematical model. Since each equation in Equation (13) to Equation (17) has only three undetermined coefficients, the values of these coefficients in theory can be determined if the dimensionless characteristic parameters of three COPs in the corresponding operating region are known.
Clearly, the second method has advantages over the first method for data collection and statistical analysis. Therefore, the second method is applied to predict the characteristics of a Francis pump-turbine.
COP Set Analysis
Each characteristic curve can be regarded as the connection of the adjacent COPs at a constant GVO. Therefore, if we can accurately predict the characteristic parameters of each COP, the complete characteristics can be theoretically drawn by applying the mathematical model. The generic fourquadrant characteristic curves at different constant GVOs of a Francis pump-turbine are presented in Figure 2 . It shows the distribution of the COPs on the complete characteristic curves, in which five main operating regimes are distinguished: pump, pump brake, turbine, turbine brake and reverse pump. In Figure 2 , point C and point O represent the best efficiency points in the pump region and the turbine region, respectively, and the characteristic curve on which point O is located is known as the optimal opening curve (OOC). Point B 1 is the demarcation point of the pump region and pump brake region, while point B 2 is the demarcation point of the runaway region and reverse pump region. Their discharge factors are equal to zero. Point A is the zero speed point, and point R represents the runaway point, whose torque factor is equal to zero. Since the above COPs exist in the characteristic curves of each GVO, the COP sets C i , O i , A i , R i , B 1i and B 2i (i represents the GVO serial number) are formed. The working conditions corresponding to these COP sets represent special meanings, and the locations of these COP sets have a decisive influence on the shape of the complete characteristic curves. Here, to avoid calculating the efficiency of the pump region and turbine region under all GVOs, C i and O i can be defined as the point sets with the same n ED as point C and point O, respectively. Since the locations of these COP sets are mainly related to the specific speed and GVO, for constructing the function relations between the characteristic parameters of each COP and specific speed and GVO, i.e., ( )
, the measured characteristic data of 10 Francis pump-turbines were collected in Table 1 , including high-, mediumand low-rated heads, ranging from 100 m to 700 m. The dimensionless forms of specific speed and relative GVO are given below [34] :
The distribution of COPs on the generic four-quadrant characteristic curves [30, 34] :
Since the locations of these COP sets are mainly related to the specific speed and GVO, for constructing the function relations between the characteristic parameters of each COP and specific speed and GVO, i.e., n ED = f N QE , τ , Q ED = f N QE , τ and T ED = f N QE , τ , the measured characteristic data of 10 Francis pump-turbines were collected in Table 1 , including high-, mediumand low-rated heads, ranging from 100 m to 700 m. The dimensionless forms of specific speed and relative GVO are given below [34] :
where N QE represents the specific speed at the optimal working conditions of the turbine mode; the subscript O refers to the best efficiency point in the turbine region; τ is the relative GVO, and a is guide vane opening (m). From Refs. [13] and [28] , the assumption can be made that the relationship between the characteristic parameters (n ED , Q ED and T ED ) of the COP sets and N QE is determined only by the COPs on the OOC. Once N QE is determined, the characteristic parameters of the COP sets are related only to GVO. Therefore, the relationship between N QE and the characteristic parameters of the COPs on the OOC is determined first. To avoid the inconvenience caused by differences in data dimensions and magnitudes in the process of statistical analysis, the relationship between the dimensionless relative characteristic parameters of the COP sets and the GVO (τ) is analyzed. Since the relative characteristic parameters are nonlinear functions of τ, the relations can be described simply in polynomial functions. To evaluate the fitting quality, the correlation coefficient is defined as follows:
where y and y are the original data and the fitting results, respectively; and 
Point Sets O i and C i
Before the 1990s, the speed factor of point O (n ED_O ) was often in a narrow range from 2.51 to 2.67, and n ED_C was approximately 1.12 to 1.16 times n ED_O [9, 11] . With the development of hydraulic machinery technology, n ED_O has increased and can now reach 2.71 to 2.94 [16] . The characteristic parameters of point O and point C of different pump-turbines in Table 1 are collected and analyzed, as shown in Figure 3 . Their speed factors are relatively stable in a micro inclined zone. Thus, a linear fitting can still be used to obtain n ED_O and n ED_C approximately since their variation range is small, even if the R values are 0.6366 and 0.8199, respectively. Meanwhile, the boundaries of the 95% prediction interval are given. For the Q ED_O − N QE and T ED_O − N QE relations, according to the distribution of data points, the regression model y = ax b as recommended by Zeng [16] is applied, and the R values are greater than 0.90. For the Q ED_C − N QE and T ED_C − N QE relations, it can be seen that the data points are reasonably clustered around the regression model y = ax b , with the standard deviations of 0.01 and 0.0036 as shown by the gray strip in Figure 3. 
Point Sets Oi and Ci
Before the 1990s, the speed factor of point O (
) was often in a narrow range from 2.51 to 2.67, and
was approximately 1.12 to 1.16 times [9, 11] . With the development of hydraulic machinery technology,
has increased and can now reach 2.71 to 2.94 [16] . The characteristic parameters of point O and point C of different pump-turbines in Table 1 are collected and analyzed, as shown in Figure 3 . Their speed factors are relatively stable in a micro inclined zone.
Thus, a linear fitting can still be used to obtain Figure 3 . The relationship between N QE and the characteristic parameters of point O and point C:
After determining the characteristic parameters of point O and point C, the relationship between τ and the dimensionless relative characteristic parameters (n ED_Oi /n ED_O , Q ED_Oi /Q ED_O , T ED_Oi /T ED_O , n ED_Ci /n ED_C , Q ED_Ci /Q ED_C and T ED_Ci /T ED_C ) still must be analyzed to identify the point sets O i and C i . For this purpose, 10 sets of statistical data with different specific speeds were arranged into one group, and the least squares method was then applied to obtain the undetermined coefficients in the polynomial functions. In addition, because the fitting curve must pass through a fixed point (1, 1), the locally weighted linear regression is used to obtain the optimal parameter estimation. The fitting results are shown in Figure 4 . It can be seen that the dimensionless relative characteristic parameters (Q ED_Oi /Q ED_O , T ED_Oi /T ED_O , Q ED_Ci /Q ED_C , T ED_Ci /T ED_C ) of ten pump-turbines with significant differences in specific speed overlap greatly and that the R values are greater than 0.94. This indicates that the relative characteristic parameters are highly relevant to τ but are less related to N QE . Thus, the above assumption was confirmed.
arranged into one group, and the least squares method was then applied to obtain the undetermined coefficients in the polynomial functions. In addition, because the fitting curve must pass through a fixed point (1, 1), the locally weighted linear regression is used to obtain the optimal parameter estimation. The fitting results are shown in Figure 4 . It can be seen that the dimensionless relative characteristic parameters (
turbines with significant differences in specific speed overlap greatly and that the R values are greater than 0.94. This indicates that the relative characteristic parameters are highly relevant to τ but are less related to QE N . Thus, the above assumption was confirmed. 
Point Sets Ai and Ri
Likewise, the relationships between QE N and the characteristic parameters of point A (the zero speed point) and point R (the runaway point) are analyzed first in Figure 5 . Because the runner of a Francis pump-turbine is similar to that of a centrifugal pump, the centrifugal effect of the flow through the runner is significant under the runaway condition [26] . This leads to a large resistance torque, which makes the runaway speed smaller than that of a conventional Francis turbine. Since runaway speed increases little with increasing specific speed and the variation range of _ ED R n is small [9, 11, 16] , the linear fitting can be used in Figure 5c , and the R value is 0.6731. To evaluate the confidence limits of 
Point Sets A i and R i
Likewise, the relationships between N QE and the characteristic parameters of point A (the zero speed point) and point R (the runaway point) are analyzed first in Figure 5 . Because the runner of a Francis pump-turbine is similar to that of a centrifugal pump, the centrifugal effect of the flow through the runner is significant under the runaway condition [26] . This leads to a large resistance torque, which makes the runaway speed smaller than that of a conventional Francis turbine. Since runaway speed increases little with increasing specific speed and the variation range of n ED_R is small [9, 11, 16] , the linear fitting can be used in Figure 5c , and the R value is 0.6731. To evaluate the confidence limits of n ED_R for a given N QE , the 95% prediction interval is provided. The other R values exceed 0.95, which indicates that Q ED_A , T ED_A and Q ED_R have a strong correlation with the specific speed N QE . Figure 6 shows the relationship between τ and the relative characteristic parameters of Ai and Ri, and the correlation coefficients are greater than 0.96. This indicates that the GVO has a strong positive correlation with the characteristic parameters of point sets Ai and Ri, which is why engineers usually adjust the GVO to prevent the units from entering the runaway condition. Since the rotational speeds of Ai are equal to zero, the flow changes of Ai are affected only by the GVO. Figure 6 shows the relationship between τ and the relative characteristic parameters of A i and R i , and the correlation coefficients are greater than 0.96. This indicates that the GVO has a strong positive correlation with the characteristic parameters of point sets A i and R i , which is why engineers usually adjust the GVO to prevent the units from entering the runaway condition. Since the rotational speeds of A i are equal to zero, the flow changes of A i are affected only by the GVO.
(c) (d) Figure 6 shows the relationship between τ and the relative characteristic parameters of Ai and Ri, and the correlation coefficients are greater than 0.96. This indicates that the GVO has a strong positive correlation with the characteristic parameters of point sets Ai and Ri, which is why engineers usually adjust the GVO to prevent the units from entering the runaway condition. Since the rotational speeds of Ai are equal to zero, the flow changes of Ai are affected only by the GVO. 
Point Sets B 1i and B 2i
According to previous experience with water pumps, Krivchenko [11] proposed the approximate pump head of point B 1 under zero flow conditions:
where u = πD 1 N B1 /60 is the runner peripheral speed (m/s), and N B1 is the rotational speed for zero flow conditions (rpm). According to Equation (11) , N B1 can be obtained as follows:
Substituting Equation (22) into Equation (21) yields
Through the data collection shown in Figure 7 , it is found that the variation range of the speed factor of point B 1 is small. Because there exists an approximately linear relationship between n ED_B1 and n ED_B2 -that is, |n ED_B2 /n ED_B1 | ≈ 1.14 ∼ 1.60-linear fitting can be used to determine their values, and the short dash lines are the bands of the 95% prediction interval. Due to the impending reverse flow and the pumping effect in the "S"-shaped region [26, 41, 42] , the change of the resistance torque is complex under the operating condition corresponding to point B 2 . This leads to relatively low correlation coefficients between T ED_B2 and N QE (0.7683), and the standard deviations of 0.0029 are provided as shown by the gray strip in Figure 7 .
Substituting Equation (22) into Equation (21) 
Through the data collection shown in Figure 7 , it is found that the variation range of the speed factor of point B1 is small. Because there exists an approximately linear relationship between Figure 7 . Point set B 1i is concentrated on the complete characteristics and forms the hump region. The relative speed factor of B 1i (n ED_B1i /n ED_B1 ) presents less variation, ranging from 0.92 to 1.02, and the GVO has a strong influence on the torque factor of B 1i . Additionally, it can be seen that the data points are reasonably clustered around the polynomial fit, with the standard deviations of 0.0108 and 0.0806 as shown by the gray strip in Figure 8a relative speed factor of B1i (
ED B n n ) presents less variation, ranging from 0.92 to 1.02, and the GVO has a strong influence on the torque factor of B1i. Additionally, it can be seen that the data points are reasonably clustered around the polynomial fit, with the standard deviations of 0.0108 and 0.0806 as shown by the gray strip in Figure 8a ,b. Relatively speaking, the correlations of 
Ultimately, as explicit functions of the specific speed and the relative GVO, the characteristic parameters of COP sets are obtained, as listed in Table 2 . Due to the limited collection of Francis pump-turbines, the relational model in Table 2 is valid within the range of 0.43 to 0.87 of the specific speed at optimum condition. Indeed, to obtain the complete characteristic curves, the COPs must also be increased in the pump region, pump brake region and reverse pump region to ensure that there are at least three sets of COPs in each quadrant, e.g., Di, which exists at ( )
Ei, which exists at
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n n n = + ; Gi and Ii, which are the point sets with the smallest speed factor and the best efficiency in the reverse pump region, respectively. Due to space limitations, the regression analyses of Di, Ei, Gi and Ii are not elaborated here. When the specific speed at the optimum condition and the GVO are given, the position of each COP set can be determined according to the above fitting relations, and then the proposed mathematical model (Equation (13) to Equation (17)) can be used to draw the complete characteristic curves. In addition, to improve the prediction accuracy, it is recommended to use the segmented drawing method in the centripetal flow regionfor example, using the three adjacent points Ai, Oi, and Ri to draw the Ai-Oi segment. 
Ultimately, as explicit functions of the specific speed and the relative GVO, the characteristic parameters of COP sets are obtained, as listed in Table 2 . Due to the limited collection of Francis pump-turbines, the relational model in Table 2 is valid within the range of 0.43 to 0.87 of the specific speed at optimum condition. Indeed, to obtain the complete characteristic curves, the COPs must also be increased in the pump region, pump brake region and reverse pump region to ensure that there are at least three sets of COPs in each quadrant, e.g., D i , which exists at n ED_Di = (n ED_Ci + n ED_B1i )/2; E i , which exists at n ED_Ei = (n ED_B1i + n ED_Ai )/2; G i and I i , which are the point sets with the smallest speed factor and the best efficiency in the reverse pump region, respectively. Due to space limitations, the regression analyses of D i , E i , G i and I i are not elaborated here. When the specific speed at the optimum condition and the GVO are given, the position of each COP set can be determined according to the above fitting relations, and then the proposed mathematical model (Equation (13) to Equation (17)) can be used to draw the complete characteristic curves. In addition, to improve the prediction accuracy, it is recommended to use the segmented drawing method in the centripetal flow region-for example, using the three adjacent points A i , O i , and R i to draw the A i -O i segment. 
Case Study and Discussion
To verify the mathematical model proposed in Section 2, the pump-turbines of the Xianju and Xilongchi PSPPs in China, whose measured characteristics are available from the model test, are selected as the test subjects. The specific speeds in the optimum condition are 0.52 and 0.43, respectively. The basic parameters of the two pump-turbines are presented in Table 3 . First, if the characteristic parameters of all COPs are known, as listed in Table 4 , the parameters (such as α T , β T , α P and β P ) and the flow characteristic of OOC can be obtained using Equations (13) and (15), which were segmentally solved within each quadrant using the 'ezplot' function of MATLAB. It is then easy to obtain the torque characteristic of OOC using Equations (16) and (17) . The predicted OOCs of the Xianju and Xilongchi pump-turbines are highly consistent with their measured curves in any condition region, as shown in Figure 9 . As expected, the derived mathematical model describing a Francis pump-turbine's characteristics is effective and accurate. The complete characteristics can be successfully predicted if the characteristic parameters of all COPs under any GVO are yielded. Therefore, when the costly and time-consuming model test of the complete characteristic curves is carried out, engineers can even test only these characteristic working conditions to speed up the model test process. Table 2 , the locations of the COP sets can be determined if QE N is given, allowing the values of According to the correlation of the characteristic parameters of the COP sets with N QE and τ in Table 2 , the locations of the COP sets can be determined if N QE is given, allowing the values of these parameters (such as α Ti , β Ti , α Pi and β Pi ) under each GVO to be obtained and the complete characteristic curves to be predicted using the mathematical model. Figure 10 shows the comparison between the predicted complete characteristic curves of the Xianju and Xilongchi pump-turbines and their measured data. The theoretical prediction curves are in good agreement with the measured data, even at small opening degrees. Nevertheless, because the characteristic curves in the hump region and the "S"-shaped region have large slopes and because they intersect and overlap each other, it is difficult to implement the statistical analysis on the COPs in these regions. This causes some deviation in predicting the characteristic parameters of point sets B 1i , R i and B 2i , leading to differences between the prediction curves and the measured data in these regions. However, there is no meaningful difference; thus, the prediction characteristic curves are still acceptable. Certainly, the precision of this prediction method depends on the statistical accuracy of COPs, and the classification and statistics of different pump-turbine manufacturers can improve the prediction accuracy theoretically.
each GVO to be obtained and the complete characteristic curves to be predicted using the mathematical model. Figure 10 shows the comparison between the predicted complete characteristic curves of the Xianju and Xilongchi pump-turbines and their measured data. The theoretical prediction curves are in good agreement with the measured data, even at small opening degrees. Nevertheless, because the characteristic curves in the hump region and the "S"-shaped region have large slopes and because they intersect and overlap each other, it is difficult to implement the statistical analysis on the COPs in these regions. This causes some deviation in predicting the characteristic parameters of point sets B1i, Ri and B2i, leading to differences between the prediction curves and the measured data in these regions. However, there is no meaningful difference; thus, the prediction characteristic curves are still acceptable. Certainly, the precision of this prediction method depends on the statistical accuracy of COPs, and the classification and statistics of different pump-turbine manufacturers can improve the prediction accuracy theoretically. Since it is difficult to estimate the deviation between the predicted complete characteristic curves and the measured data directly and quantitatively based on Figure 10 , the utility of the prediction method can be indirectly evaluated by using them to simulate the same transient operating conditions. The layouts of the Xianju and Xilongchi PSPPs are presented in Figure 11 . A water Since it is difficult to estimate the deviation between the predicted complete characteristic curves and the measured data directly and quantitatively based on Figure 10 , the utility of the prediction method can be indirectly evaluated by using them to simulate the same transient operating conditions. The layouts of the Xianju and Xilongchi PSPPs are presented in Figure 11 . A water conservancy Table 5 . Table 5 . The simultaneous load rejection of the units of the Xianju and Xilongchi PSPPs at the rated output condition are simulated by SIMSEN-Hydro software [33, 43, 44] using the predicted complete characteristic curves; the measured curves are shown in Figure 10 , and the transient results are The simultaneous load rejection of the units of the Xianju and Xilongchi PSPPs at the rated output condition are simulated by SIMSEN-Hydro software [33, 43, 44] using the predicted complete characteristic curves; the measured curves are shown in Figure 10 , and the transient results are presented in Figure 12 . The water levels of the upstream reservoirs and downstream reservoirs are normal water level and dead water level, respectively. Table 6 presents the comparison of the maximum rotational speed, the maximum pressure at the spiral case inlet and the minimum pressure at the draft tube inlet. It can be noted that for the simulation results of the rotational speed with the predicted characteristics and with the measured characteristics, the overall speed variation is almost identical for the Xianju pump-turbine, and there is less than a 3% difference for the maximum speed rise. For the Xilongchi pump-turbine, the maximum speed increase simulated by the measured complete characteristics is greater than that obtained by using the predicted characteristics (7.6%). For the Xianju PSPP, the maximum head rise at the spiral case inlet (H 1 ) is approximately 4.4% higher for the simulation with the predicted characteristic curves, and the absolute deviation is relatively large. Considering that the "S" instability zone and the pressure pulsation have a significant effect on the pressure at the spiral case inlet [7, 14, 32, 33] , the deviation is still acceptable. However, for the Xilongchi PSPP, there is only a 0.3% difference for the maximum head rise at the spiral case inlet. For the minimum pressure at the draft tube inlet (H 2 ), the relative deviations are only 0.2% for the Xianju PSPP and 8% for the Xilongchi PSPP. The percentage difference of 8% is due to the magnitude of the minimum pressure resulting in a large relative deviation. By converting it to an absolute value, it is less than 3 m, which is considered acceptable. This demonstrates that the simulations obtained by using the predicted characteristics match well with the results corresponding to the measured complete characteristic curves. Therefore, the above prediction method of complete characteristics can satisfy the preliminary analysis accuracy of the hydraulic transients in PSPPs.
Note that when the undetermined coefficients in Equation (13) to Equation (17) are determined by using the prediction method, it is even possible to use these equations instead of the characteristic curves in the 1D simulation of the hydraulic transition process to omit the interpolation process in the simulation. presented in Figure 12 . The water levels of the upstream reservoirs and downstream reservoirs are normal water level and dead water level, respectively. Table 6 presents the comparison of the maximum rotational speed, the maximum pressure at the spiral case inlet and the minimum pressure at the draft tube inlet. It can be noted that for the simulation results of the rotational speed with the predicted characteristics and with the measured characteristics, the overall speed variation is almost identical for the Xianju pump-turbine, and there is less than a 3% difference for the maximum speed rise. For the Xilongchi pump-turbine, the maximum speed increase simulated by the measured complete characteristics is greater than that obtained by using the predicted characteristics (7.6%). For the Xianju PSPP, the maximum head rise at the spiral case inlet (H1) is approximately 4.4% higher for the simulation with the predicted characteristic curves, and the absolute deviation is relatively large. Considering that the "S" instability zone and the pressure pulsation have a significant effect on the pressure at the spiral case inlet [7, 14, 32, 33] , the deviation is still acceptable. However, for the Xilongchi PSPP, there is only a 0.3% difference for the maximum head rise at the spiral case inlet. For the minimum pressure at the draft tube inlet (H2), the relative deviations are only 0.2% for the Xianju PSPP and 8% for the Xilongchi PSPP. The percentage difference of 8% is due to the magnitude of the minimum pressure resulting in a large relative deviation. By converting it to an absolute value, it is less than 3 m, which is considered acceptable. This demonstrates that the simulations obtained by using the predicted characteristics match well with the results corresponding to the measured complete characteristic curves. Therefore, the above prediction method of complete characteristics can satisfy the preliminary analysis accuracy of the hydraulic transients in PSPPs. Note that when the undetermined coefficients in Equation (13) to Equation (17) are determined by using the prediction method, it is even possible to use these equations instead of the characteristic curves in the 1D simulation of the hydraulic transition process to omit the interpolation process in the simulation. 
Conclusions
According to Euler equations and the velocity triangles at the runners, the mathematical model describing the complete characteristics of a Francis pump-turbine was derived. The functional relationship of the characteristic parameters of COP sets with specific speed and the relative GVO were then proposed based on multiple sets of measured complete characteristic curves. Ultimately, based on the case study, the following conclusions are drawn:
1.
Under the condition that the characteristic parameters of all COPs are known, the predicted OOC is in high-precision agreement with the measured data. This indicates that the mathematical model for predicting the complete characteristics is valid and feasible. The key to ensuring prediction precision is the accurate location of each COP set. The higher the positioning accuracy of the COP sets, the higher the prediction accuracy. Therefore, in the model test of the complete characteristic curves, it is even possible to test only these characteristic working conditions to speed up the model test process.
2.
Using the relational model of the characteristic parameters of the COP sets with specific speed and the relative GVO we proposed, the predicted complete characteristic curves match well with the measured characteristics, even at small opening degrees. Due to the limited collection of Francis pump-turbines, the relational model in Table 2 is valid within the range of 0.43 to 0.87 of the specific speed. In theory, the classification and statistics of different pump-turbine manufacturers can improve the prediction accuracy. 3.
The 1D simulation results of the simultaneous load rejection obtained by using the prediction characteristics match well with the results corresponding to the measured complete characteristics. The minimum pressures at the draft tube inlet are almost identical, and the differences of the maximum speed rises are less than 8%. For the maximum head rises at the spiral case inlet, there is less than 4.4% relative deviation. This method is effective and sufficient for a priori simulations before obtaining the measured characteristics and provides important support for the preliminary design of PSPPs.
Although the complete characteristic curves of a Francis pump-turbine with an arbitrary specific speed were successfully predicted, among the factors influencing the COP sets' characteristic parameters, only on the specific speed was considered here. The impact of a pump-turbine's geometric dimensions on the complete characteristic curves is a matter of interest for future research. characteristic curves and design parameters of pump turbines. Jiazhen Li provided excellent suggestions for the Discussion section.
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